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Applied Optics

1.  Answer any two questions. Each question carries five marks : 5×2=10

(i) What is optical fiber? What is the difference between single mode and multimode fiber?
2+3

(ii) What is stimulated emission in a laser system? How is it different from spontaneous
emission? 2+3

(iii) Write short notes on any one topics from the following : 5

(a) Photodetector

(b) Fraunhofer diffraction

(c) Holography principles
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own
words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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2.  Answer any one question. Each question carries fifteen marks : 15×1=15

(i) What are Einstein’s A and B coefficients? Find a relation between them. 5+10

(ii) What do you mean by the numercial aperture and acceptance cone of a fiber? Find the
relation between acceptance angle and the numerical aperture. For a typical multimode
fiber with core refractive index n1 = 1.48 and cladding refractive index n2 = 1.44
calculate the numerical aperture (NA) and the acceptance angle.

(2+2)+3+(4+4)

 × =

(i) +

(ii)  stimulated emission  spontaneous emission

+

(iii)

(a)

(b) Fraunhofer Diffraction

(c)

 × =

(i) A B +

(ii) numerical aperture acceptance cone Acceptance

angle  numerical aperture 

n
1
 = 1.48 n

2
 = 1.44

numerical aperture (NA)  acceptance angle + + + +
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Technical Drawing

  Full Marks : 25 Time : 2 Hours

1.  Answer any two questions. Each question carries five marks : 5×2=10

(i) Mention different drafting instruments and their uses. 5

(ii) Write short note on orthographic projection. 5

(iii)

Find the surface area if AD is 2 inch, DE is 7 inch, and EF is 4 inch. 5

2.  Answer any one question. Each question carries fifteen marks : 15×1=15

(i) What is autocad? What are the uses of autocad ? What are application field of autocad ?
Which file format is used in autocad ? How a user interface is created in autocad ? What
is the function of vertical integration in autocad? What is the use of variant in autocad?
2+2+2+2+3+3+1

(ii) What are the benefits of using autocad? What is the process to draw and save a line
many times in autocad ? How can empty layers are removed from autocad
drawing ? Differentiate between CAD and CADD. What are the features involved
with the autocad WS? 3+3+3+3+3

 × =

(i) drafting 

(ii) Orthographic projection 
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(iii)

 surface area

 × =

(i) Autocad Autocad Autocad

Autocad file format user interface Autocad 

Vertical integration  Autocad variant + + + + + +

(ii)  line save 

automatically? empty layer autocad delete  CAD 

CADD Autocad WS 

+ + + +

——————
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Circuit Modeling Using PSPICE

  Full Marks : 25 Time : 2 Hours

1.  Answer any two questions. Each question carries five marks : 5×2=10

(i) Write short note on P-spice software. 5

(ii) Write different specifications of P-spice that are used for analysis for a circuit.     5

(iii) Write a program for transient response of an RL series circuit with sinusoidal input
voltage with a proper circuit diagram. Give output waveform. 5

2.  Answer any one question. Each question carries fifteen marks : 15×1=15

(i) (a) Model using P-spice the DC analysis of an N-MOSFET.

(b) Model using P-spice the non-inverting op-amp for a DC input. 7½+7½

(ii) Model small signal analysis of a MOSFET. Write short note on emitter follower
circuit. 7½+7½

 × =

(i) P-SPICE software 

(ii) P-SPICE  specification

(iii) RL series  transient response  (program)  Sinusoidal input voltage

output waveform

 × =

(i) P-SPICE N-MOSFET  DC
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P-SPICE  non-inverting op-amp  model  DC input analysis

+

(ii) MOSFET  small signal Emitter follower

+

——————


